Chrétien editors. 4 Similarly, historians of the Wars of Religion owe much to the team led by Bernard Barbiche, whose online edition of the various edicts of pacification is the first to rely on manuscript copies rather than early printed texts, and (thanks to a detailed concordance) to convey exhaustively the relationships between the edicts. 5 These and countless other editorial achievements bear out Gary Taylor's contention:
The end of editing is to change literary history: to change our collective organization of the intertextual spaces of the past, and by doing so to change the kind of intertextual spaces that may be created by future readers, critics, and writers. To change our reading of the past, in order to change the future of reading. 6 While its findings have rich implications for other types of research, editing is perhaps subject to more external influences than any other form of humanities scholarship. Most obviously, it is intimately bound up with intellectual agendas, with attitudes towards authorship, textuality, and cultural history. In recent decades, shifts in these attitudes have prompted sophisticated reflections on editorial theory and practice. 7 Equally, editors are more immediately and pervasively dependent than other researchers on institutional factors: the norms established by learned associations or long-running publication series. Gumbrecht suggestively compares editing to a traditional craft, in so far as its practices are validated by collective bodies. 8 In the case of French-language editing, these bodies include the MLA's Committee on Scholarly Editions; France's Académie des inscriptions et belles-lettres and É cole nationale des chartes; publishers such as Champion, Droz, and Garnier; and the Voltaire Foundation, whose OEuvres complètes de Voltaire have been in progress since 1968. 9 Inseparable from these concerns, and from each other, are further external dynamics: changes in government research policy and evaluation, which influence individual researchers' publication and career choices; technological developments and their implications; the economics of the scholarly publication industry; and legal considerations that affect the possibility of reproductions and the accessibility of archives and estates. 10 Hence editorial work is always faced with a complex interplay between, on the one hand, tradition and precedent -presentational conventions, financial constraints, and so forth -and, on the other, intellectual and technological innovation.
On a general level, of course, these issues apply to any form of scholarly editing. It nevertheless makes sense to consider the editing of French-language documents as a discrete field, for it has a number of distinctive features. For literature from the late eighteenth century onwards, critique génétique has had a much greater impact in the French-speaking world than elsewhere.
11 Its conception of the literary work as process rather than product has major implications for editorial method: final authorial intention, so often regarded as a touchstone of authority for the editing of modern literature, is re-evaluated as representing just one redactional stage among many.
12 Critique génétique is certainly not unique in redefining the relationships between intentionality, authority, and the different agents involved in producing texts: it shares certain assumptions with the 'social contract' approaches to textual criticism that Jerome J. McGann and others have developed in Anglo-American literary studies, and with German editors' concern to embed textual genesis and history into editions. 13 Its clear orientation towards avant-textes rather than post-publication variance sets it apart, however, and has generated extensive theoretical reflection as well as editorial activity, much of which has taken place under the aegis of the Institut des textes et manuscrits modernes (ITEM).
14 The resulting editions take many different forms, of which Pierre-Marc de Biasi has provided an illuminating survey: éditions généti-ques proper comprise prepublication material alone, while éditions textuelles d'inspiration génétique incorporate avant-textes within the apparatus of a critical edition; an édition horizontale presents a relatively synchronic slice from a work's evolutionary process, while an édition verticale permits diachronic developments in that process to be traced and is correspondingly more difficult to produce in an affordable 10 Not to mention the very specific issues that attend the editing of work by living authors, or by authors who have died within the past seventy-five years; the present survey does not cover editorial work of this kind. and legible book-based format. 15 The apparatus of genetically informed editions exemplifies a dilemma that is familiar to all editors: how exhaustively should textual variation be signalled? Scholarly integrity and practical constraints are apt to collide here, but exhaustiveness alone is not necessarily desirable. Claude Pichois, indeed, has dismissed the complete listing of variants as 'l'appareil critique négatif [. . .] qui pousse à se cacher derrière une accumulation d'adjectifs substitués et de signes de ponctuation modifiés', and has advocated a coherent and selective presentation of genuinely significant variants ('l'appareil critique positif '). 16 Selective apparatus, however, deprives users of the evidence they would need to reconstruct a variant document; this might be more serious in some cases than in others, but the principle is important in itself. Inevitably, theoreticians and practitioners alike have often turned to digital media to overcome the physical and organizational limitations of book-based presentation. The results have been valuable in their own right, but also convey wider lessons, on which I reflect below.
The insights of critique génétique cannot be transposed to French-language cultural production from earlier periods, for prepublication materials generally do not survive. 17 Yet here too editors have adopted methods distinctive to French studies. Work produced in the 'mature hand-press period' of printing, from approximately 1530 to 1800, has most commonly been edited on the basis of copytext -but not in ways that clearly correspond to the Greg-Bowers school of copy-text editing that dominated Anglo-American editorial practice for much of the twentieth century. The Greg-Bowers method broadly involves generating an eclectic critical text, but eclecticism is only rarely espoused in early modern French studies: 'the normal tendency has been to reproduce the copy-text unless its specific readings are clearly incoherent or wrong'. 18 In other words, editors adopt a 'best-text' method barely distinguishable from the most common practice in French and Occitan medieval studies, whereby an editor identifies the best manuscript witness and emends it only minimally. Associated with the work of Joseph Bédier, and hence often termed 'Bédierist', this technique developed as an alternative to the eclectic method most commonly associated with Karl Lachmann, which sought to reconstruct an ideal text from the surviving witnesses. The contrast between Lachmannian and Bédierist approaches is not at all peculiar to medieval studies: in one manifestation or another, these 'polarities 15 Pierre-Marc de Biasi, 'É dition horizontale, édition verticale: pour une typologie des éditions génétiques (le domaine français 1980 -1995)', in É diter des manuscrits: archives, complétude, lisibilité, ed. by Béatrice Didier and Jacques Neefs (Saint-Denis: Presses universitaires de Vincennes, 1996), pp. 159-93; available online at ITEM, ,http://www.item.ens.fr/index.php?id=13346.. Biasi's excellent study supplies extensive references to genetically informed editions produced up to the mid-1990s. 16 20 Many specialists have expressed dissatisfaction with the method: it entails editing a scribe rather than an author; it encourages a casual treatment of the wider textual tradition, and discourages emendation even of obviously poor readings; it provides no rigorous criteria for the selection of a base manuscript; it is inconsistent in practice, for even 'non-interventionist' editors introduce modern punctuation marks and the like. 21 Conversely, it has the crucial merit of presenting a text that has an indisputable historical reality, in so far as it (primarily) reflects an actual document rather than an editorial construction. Hence Bédierist editing is readily compatible with a major recent trend in medieval research: a focus on the concrete realities of transmission and the codex, and on the distinctive role often played by scribal 'editing'. 22 Editors can address these issues in different ways. Some have produced traditional Bédierist editions of distinct redactions, which complement existing editions based on other witnesses. 23 Others have devised digital editions, which are no less instructive than those of later works.
During the 1990s it became a scholarly topos to claim that digital media would resolve anxieties over editorial methodology, by facilitating more comprehensive and flexible resources than book form could accommodate. In the event, digital solutions have been only unevenly successful; important practical obstacles to digital editing persist. In particular, to produce an edition that maximizes the potential of the digital medium demands time and money that may simply be disproportionate to the outcome. 24 Peter Robinson has trenchantly argued that, for digital editions to be produced as easily as print editions, and hence to be a viable option for busy scholars, '[w]e need some things we do not have: software that does not exist and established online publication systems that have yet to be created'. 25 Besides their opacity to non-specialists, existing systems of textual markup, notably the Guidelines produced by the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI), are not ideal for certain types of text. 26 Nor are digital resources as fully mimetic as is often assumed: complete encoding and reproduction of sources are impossible goals. 27 More generally, not all texts lend themselves especially well to digital editing. For many sources that exhibit little variance -and indeed for many users, who may neither want nor need to shape what they read as actively as digital editions permit -print remains the most accessible and appropriate editorial format. 28 Where scholars have cleared the various obstacles, digital editions have often been extremely impressive. The most useful enable easy manipulation of the textual tradition, including digitized reproductions: these tend to present either medieval works with complex patterns of variance, or modern works for which genetic documents abound. 29 Online accessibility has proved much more viable than the CD-ROM format, whose technical limitations call its long-term sustainability into question. 30 The sheer scale of most of these initiatives is striking: the project's duration, the range of personnel responsible for different tasks, the research grants secured, the institutional support provided. At present, such ventures are unthinkable without significant external funding and the work of a dedicated team, not to mention a long-term intellectual commitment. Consequently, subject to financial vicissitudes in the academic publishing industry, the dominance of print editions is unlikely to be threatened in the foreseeable future. Not that print and digital media are mutually exclusive; on the contrary, mixed-media publication increasingly enables editors to publish their work in familiar print form while also exploiting online dissemination. In some cases, such as the Liverpool Online Series, only a small number of printed copies are produced; in others, such as the output of Classiques Garnier, the emphasis is on print publication, but searchable digital versions are available to subscribers. 31 The organization and apparatus of the editions themselves, however, remain governed by the conventions of print. A rather different combination of print and digital media is the Bodleian Libraries' Electronic Enlightenment Project, devoted to early modern correspondence in various languages: texts are primarily but not exclusively based on previously published critical editions, with extensive annotation and further functionality. 32 Wider developments in digital resources have multiple implications for editors, regardless of the medium within which they work. Online repertories of digitized sources, of which the best known within French studies is the Gallica resource hosted by the Bibliothèque nationale de France, can greatly ease the preliminary tasks of transcription. 33 Yet the availability of digital surrogates may come to inhibit editing, especially of post-Enlightenment works, which do not pose obvious difficulties of comprehension to modern readers. If the sole edition of a nineteenth-century novel is accessible online, why bother editing it? There may be ready answers to that question -not least that the very existence of a scholarly edition, with a suitable apparatus, helps reshape our understanding of literary history -but the case may become increasingly difficult to make to non-specialists, funding bodies, and publishers. Less directly related to particular texts, but potentially crucial for the editing of early modern works, is the development of large-scale online catalogues. Whether comprehensive, such as the Incunabula Short Title Catalogue, 34 or limited to particular major libraries, these can signal the existence of editions and copies not previously known to textual scholars. Accordingly, future sixteenth-century specialists are likely to pay unprecedented attention to the rich French-language holdings in Ghent's Universiteitsbibliotheek and Kraków's Biblioteka Jagiellońska. 35 Future developments in editing are not solely bound up with technology, but digital possibilities could undoubtedly be realized more economically and flexibly. Major digital editions might usefully share tools to permit more effective mining of their content. 36 For editions of plays, or of much medieval verse, there is scope to incorporate actual or reconstructed performances. 37 Indeed, the editing of non-book texts largely remains to be theorized, and is little practised beyond a few areas such as classical musicology. 38 The 'variant apparatus' often included in DVD film releases, for instance, is highly selective (directors' cuts, out-takes, and the like) and reflects commercial processes involving directors, studios, and distribution companies, rather than scholarly engagement. 39 A different challenge faces editors of earlier material. Publishers increasingly require parallel-text translations, obliging editors to devote additional effort (their own, or that of a collaborator) to what is already a demanding task. Editorial translation requires more systematic reflection, informed by the methodological insights of translation studies as well as the philological expertise of medievalists: a few cross-disciplinary workshops could galvanize practice for a generation.
In respect of editions' conception and apparatus, French studies would benefit from considering a wider range of possibilities. A German-style 'historical-critical edition', which embraces the whole set of versions, might lend itself well to the editing of late medieval romances that survive both in manuscripts and in subsequent printed remaniements.
40 If established publishers are not prepared to accommodate such techniques, editors will need to explore alternative publication routes. The relationship between editors and publishers is just one aspect of what we might call the 'sociology of editing': how editors construct themselves and their audiences through their professional activity, how they interact with other agents in the field (publishers, associations, etc.), how they intervene in wider patterns of research. 41 If 'social contract' editing and critique génétique were responses to new theories of authorship and textuality, then the sociology of editing may be the best intellectual response to a 'post-theory' culture in literary studies. A fully elaborated Bourdieusian study, of the different forms of capital involved in editing, could prove highly illuminating. 42 No less valuable is careful attention to what we edit -a question that in recent decades has often been obscured by that of how we edit. In a brilliant diagnosis of the relationships between editing, canonicity, and publishing economics within Renaissance English studies, Gary Taylor has identified seven mutually reinforcing cycles whereby Shakespeare exerts a gravitational pull over editors, at the expense of other dramatists of the period. 43 Such insights may not be immediately transferable to French studies, but a similar dynamic is certainly apparent in the relative profusion and accessibility of Villon and Rabelais editions, as 38 Pierre-Michel Menger shows the kind of genetic and variational issues germane to the editing of music, specifically opera, in 'Le Travail à l'oeuvre: enquête sur l'autorité contingente du créateur dans l'art lyrique', Annales: histoire, sciences sociales, 65 e année, against the work of most of their contemporaries. More broadly, investigations of identity politics across the French-speaking world must surely be accompanied by proper editorial attention to the cultural expressions of those politics. A case in point is the nineteenth-century roman d'éducation. Historically important, both ideologically and as an arena for women's literary activity, this conservative genre deserves both sustained scrutiny and wider visibility to scholars.
44
Scrutiny and visibility: therein lies the profound, twofold value of scholarly editing to the larger research community.
